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"Our determination to move forward
with confidence,

towards the broader

horizons of comprehensive, sustainable
development, remains undiminished.
While committed to preserving our own
values and identity, we are enthusiastic
about developing

international

relations to reinforce the advances
already made. Further progress, we
believe, can best be achieved through
hard work and the pursuit of knowledge,
which will prepare Oman and its citizens
for dealing with the emerging realities of
the modern age."

His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
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Welcome to e-ACT
Magazine, Fifth Issue!
A warm welcome to the Fifth edition of our
annual magazine e-ACT 2019!
An important responsibility of education providers
today is to prepare students for a successful
career in the global market. Omani youth, in
particular, have been identified as the key to
Oman Vision 2040. Students who are educated
and encouraged to pursue the path of
entrepreneurship, indeed become self-initiated,
creative and innovative problem-solvers.
This issue of e-ACT magazine highlights the need
for successsful entrepreneurship and innovation
among students, featuring articles such as ‘Traits
of Successful Entrepreneurs’, ‘Social media - a
Marketers Most Significant Tool’, ‘Towards A
Holistic Approach to Entrepreneurship Education’,
etc.
In addition, the magazine highlights the
achievements and awards that our students
have won in different fields at the national and
international levels.
Happy reading!

Dr. Issa bin Saif bin Mohammed Al Tubi
College Dean
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TTO- Technology Transfer Office

TTO Presentation and Workshops
• 16 October 2019 - Dr. Aziza Al Qamashoui was invited by TRC to give
a presentation on how to prepare the IP policy in Higher Education
Institutions. The title presented in TRC was 'ACT Methodology in
Preparing the ACT IP Policy'.
The event took place in TRC and participants were from government
and private colleges and universities in Oman.
• 6, 7 November 2019 - Dr. Aziza Al Qamashoui (TTO Head) was invited
by the Ministry of Education to make a presentation on 'The National
Perspective of IP Education in Oman'.
• ACT organized IP days on the 4, 5 December, 2019.
Participants from technical colleges, Applied Science colleges, Ministry
of Higher Education and Ministry of Education participated in the IP day
on 4 December.
Through the two-day programme, the following was achieved:
a) Key speakers, Dr. Saleh Al Barashdi from SQU and Ms Fahima
Ghaliy from the Oman Association of Intellectual Property, enlightened
participants on the IP concepts and law in Oman.
b) Dr. Aziza conducted a workshop to highlight the importance of
teaching IP in HEIs (Higher Education Institutions).
c) Ms. Rawdha Al Balushi from ACT Business Studies Department made
a presentation on 'How to Search for Novelty in Patent Databases'.
d) Dr. Rasha Hamdy, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, explained how
to draft a patent.
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The Al Zubair Center for Small and Medium
Enterprise

The centre conducted a workshop to increase awareness among
participants on the importance of creating small and medium
enterprises to develop the national economy. The success of large
businesses depends on the availability of smaller businesses.

Al Habta Market
The Creative Entrepreneur Center at Al Musanna
College of Technology organized a market for

aspiring student entrepreneurs every Tuesday,
between 12-2 pm, to attract students towards

business and discover talented prospective business
people.

The Al Habta Market is an Omani traditional open
market that facilitates such entrepreneurship

through creativity relevant to local market demands.
Al Habta markets encourage students to apply

business ideas practically, without contributing

towards college fees or carrying out registration
formalities.

Al Habta offers a chance for entrepreneurs to display
their products and services to other students and

staff of the college. This type of market can easily
be successful because of the low competition

and low cost involved. With the possibility of the

product and services appearing in Al Habta market

every Tuesday, there is a chance of improving them
through feedback. Hence, entrepreneurs can test

their product before offering it to the bigger market.
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Creative Camp by
Injaz Oman

Shirkati competition
by Injaz Oman

students to become entrepreneurs.

of the ‘sharikati’ competition, which aims at enabling students

Workshop on improving entrepreneurship skills to motivate

Injaz Oman, a non-profit organization, facilitates the delivery
to launch their businesses and managing real companies.

Students from ACT and other higher education institutions are
encouraged to participate, competing against each other to
win the best student company prize. For example, the Ager

company rents a variety of products to customers through its
website at competitive prices.

Entrepreneurship Creative Unit (ECU)
Programmes for Inma Leadership
The Inma leadership programme aims to develop leadership

skills and knowledge in entrepreneurship culture among E-Club
leaders as also to create entrepreneurship awareness in the

education ecosystem. The programme aims to increase visibility
for E-Club leaders and showcase them as role models.

In addition, it aims to create a network and best practice sharing
opportunities by bringing together different stakeholders

(leaders, aspiring entrepreneurs, etc.) on common platforms.
The programme hopes to build a love for leadership among

students so that they can contribute towards entrepreneurship
awareness in school and society.

ACT Student, Roua
Al Kayoumiy, from
the Marsa team,
participated in the
Salalah Hackathon,
and won the Third
Prize on 3 August
2019.
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Young achievers of
Entrepreneurship Innovation Unit (EIU)

			

I am a EIU member. On behalf of EIU, I hav

The AY 2019-20 has been a very bold and

to enter into some magic boxes in my life'

The year started with my achievement in t

held by Injaz Oman, for establishing creat
‘Nakhal’ won the prize for the ‘Best Talk’.

You cannot imagine the joy and enthusia

to a thousand miles of creativity in entrep

Next, my team won the Third Prize in the y
called the ‘Smart Baby Cradle’.

I also won a prize for the Best Idea, at ‘Spr

Leadership programme sponsored by Oo

It was a wonderful achievement at the en

I have achieved, but I will never be satisfie
Khiryah Nasser Abdullah Al Mahadour

B. Tech.- Communication & Electronics En

From an Achiever at EIU, ACT			
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ve taken part in several compettions.

d different year for me. It was a launch pad

's experience.

the field of entrepreneurship at a competition

tive student companies, where my company

asm I felt on my first win! And the first step leads us

preneurship...

youth competition ‘Vision Aroya’ for a project

ring Forward’, a digital Entrepreneurship and

oredoo of Oman.

nd of the year 2019. I am very proud of what

ed enough. Now my ambitions are renewed.

ngineering
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In continuation of the collaboration between Undergraduate Research Grant (URG) Projects:
the Research Council and Al Musanna College 1) Development & Performance Analysis of an Indirect
of Technology, the following Projects are Forced Convection Cabinet Solar Drying System
Main Faculty Mentor:
approved:
Mr Bineesh Chulliparambil

Student Researchers:

Department of Engineering:
Research Grant (RG) Projects:

Ali Musabah Said Al Badri

52S15217

Asaad Abdullah Said Al Riyami

52S15193

Ammar Mohamed Yousuf Al Farsi

1) Development of Kevlar-Date Palm Fiber-based
Composite Material for Bullet-Proof Vest
Application

Mazin Juma Al Shamakhi 		

52S15230
52S1551

Main Researchers:

2) Design and Fabrication of Incinerator for Disposing

Co-Researchers:

Technology

off Selected Waste of Al Musanna College of

Dr. Santhosh Sundharesan
Mr. Anand Narayanan Nair
Mr. James Joseph

Main Faculty Mentor:

Mr. Haitham Abdullah Khamis Al Adwani

Student Researchers:

Mr. Muhammad Atiq Ur Rehman

Mr. Stalin Kumaradoss

2) Comparative Analysis of Solar Thermal and

Solar Photovoltaic-powered Vapour Absorption
Refrigeration Systems
Main Researchers:

Dr. Vijayaraj B.

			

Co-Researchers:

Mr. Mohan Chandrasekharan Chandra

Qais Ali Hamed Al Harrasi

52J15353

Sultan Sulaiman Humaid Al Khamisi 52S1596

3) Optimization of IoT-based Smart Management

System with Raspberry Pi for Agricultural Land in the
Sultanate of Oman
Faculty Mentor:

Mr.Karthick Ramanathan

Student Researcher:

Mr. Bapu Reddy

Affan Awadh Khalifa Al Subhi

52j15107

Ms. Mai Mubarak Thani Al Saadi

Zainab Juma Al Hadi		

56s154

Mr. Suresh Kumar Kanthavel

3) A Study on Indoor Air Quality in Major Hospitals in
Sultanate of Oman
Main Researcher:

Dr. Naser Bin Hamoud Al Haddabi

Co-Researchers:

Ms. Mai Mubarak Thani Al Saadi

4) Design and Implementation of Integrated Intelligent

Controller for Prevention and Detection of Accidents using

Sana Said Al Mayahi		
Wisal Juma Said Al Dohani		
Muzna Hamdan Al Abri		

56S161524

Conveyance Monitoring and Security Systems with
IoT-based Management for Schools in Oman
Faculty Mentor:

Dr. Vanitha Mahadevan

Student Researchers:

Riyadh Mubarak Al Handasi

52S14295

Abdullah Saif Al Harrasi

12A1814547

IoT and Vanet-Assisted Communication
Main Researcher:

Talal Saif Rashid Al Ghafri 		
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62S15219

4) Design and Implementation of Real Time Intelligent

Nusaiba Abdul Aziz Al Busaid

Dr. Rani Fathima Kamal Batcha

52s1572

Amjad Mohammed Al Abri
Khalifa Darwish Al Hanawi

52S161032

52A1815200
56S168385
56S168392

5) IoT- based Smart and Efficient Fire Emergency

Evacuation System with Autonomous Guiding Mobile
Robots

Faculty Mentor:

Ms. S.V.Tresa Sangeetha

Student Team:

Naif Saif Said Al Shukaili 		

52S15202

Raja Sulaiman Al Mazroui 		

56S1473

Hamood Saif Nasser Al Rawahi
Amima Ali Hamdan Al Kharusi

Zaima Abdullah Salim Al Mazroui
Malak Khalaf Masood Al Oufi

Amjad Mohammed Al Aghbari

PT52J1710055
52J15270

52J173031

52S163413

52A1815045

Department of Information Technology:
Research Grant (RG) Projects
1) IoT-Enabled Emergency Handling System for
Royal Oman Police and Medical Rescue Team
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Lenin Jeevananthem
Co-Principal Investigator:
Dr. Divyajyothi M G
Team Members :
Dr. Najiba Said Hamed Al Zadjali
Dr. Sheikh Abdul Azeem
2) Smart Initiative for Interactive Teaching and
Learning at ACT in Pervasive Platform
Principal Investigator:
Dr. Divyajyothi M G
Co-Principal Investigator:
Dr. Rachappa Jopate
Team Members :
Dr. Lenin Jeevananthem
Dr. Najiba Said Hamed Al Zadjali
Ms. Sahana Roshan
Undergraduate Research Grant (URG) Projects:
Smart Class Room for Effective Learning
Environment
Main Faculty Mentor:
Dr. Gnana Rajesh.D.
Student Researchers:
Yaqoob Yousuf Said Al Awfi
PT56S1815872
Murshid Qasim Al Maawali
56S1712048
Abdulaziz Saif Mattar Al Hattali 56S179

Department of Business Studies:
Graduate Research Grant (GRG) Projects:
Analysis of Female Students being Innovators in
Colleges of Technology					
Area of Research: Innovation in Oman
Faculty Mentors:
Dr. Aziza Al Qamashoui
Ms. Nawal Al Hosni
Ms. Fathiya Al Harthy
Student Researcher:
Nouf Al Quaini
Research Grant (RG) Projects:		
Entrepreneurship: An Attainable Employment
Alternative for People with Disabilities in Oman		
Area of Research: Disabled Entrepreneurship			
Faculty Mentors:
Dr. Aziza Al Qamashoui
Dr. Halah Al Katheri
Student Researcher:
Mohammed Al Musalami
Undergraduate Research Grant (URG) Projects:
1. The Importance of Teaching Intellectual
Property in Oman
Area of Research: Intellectual Property
Faculty Mentor:
Dr. Aziza Al Qamashoui
Student Researcher:
Hajer Al Balushi
2. Mediating Role of Psychological Contract
on Special Needs Education, Teacher’s
Commitment and Job Satisfaction in Sultanate
of Oman.
Area of Research: Education
Faculty Mentor:
Ms Neetu Kwatra
Student Researchers:
Fatma Mohamed Al Hamdani
Hajer Said Abdulla Al Hashami
Intisar Nasser Al Maamari
Marwa Hamed Al Breiki 		
Rayan Zayid Al Rajaibi 		

54j1818
56j173635
52s1711807
51a1815196
56s172

3. An In-depth Study of Social Media Platforms
and their Impact on Eco-Tourism Promotion in
the Sultanate of Oman
Area of Research: Tourism
Faculty Mentors:
Dr. Shantanu Shekhar
Student Researcher:
Reem Ibrahim Mubarak Al Balushi 51S1549
Amna Issa Shahdad Al Balushi
51S1581
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ACT celebrates

49th National Day
The 49th National Day of Oman was celebrated on ACT campus on 19 November 2019 with traditional pomp
and gaiety.
It was a bright, sunny day and the campus looked colourful with flags and banners. His Excellency, Sheikh
Rashid bin Mohammed bin Nasser Al Saadi, Member of Majlis A’Shura, representative of Al Musanna District
and Chief Guest of Honour, visited all the stalls on campus. He was accompanied by Dr. Issa Saif Mohammed
Al Tubi, the College Dean, Dr. Abdullah Mohammed Ahmed Alghazali, Asst. Dean for Admin. & Financial
Affairs and Dr. Halah Ahmed Salim Alkathiri, Asst. Dean for Academic Affairs and Head of Centers and
Departments.
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The event included a variety of cultural, artistic,
scientific and social events. The celebrations
began with a traditional dance and a play
performed on the lawns, alongside a tribute
to science and national trends by a group
of scouts. Then the Dean, the Chief Guest
and other dignitaries of the college visited
the exhibition and display of arts and crafts.
There was also a ‘National Day Habtah’ by the
Entrepreneurship and Innovation Unit of the
college, with budding entrepreneurs presenting
their entrepreneurial products to the visitors.
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GRADUATION 2019
The prestigious ACT Graduation Ceremony was held on the
college campus grounds on 25 November 2019 at 7.00 P.M.
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After the formal inauguration with the rendition of the Holy Quran, the College
Dean, Dr. Issa Saif Mohammed Al Tubi, addressed the gathering.
In his welcome message, the Dean congratulated the successful graduates
and said that the college was proud of their hard work, contribution and
achievements. He invoked Allah's blessings on all of Oman, wishing it prosperity
and continuous progress under the leadership of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin
Said.
The occasion was graced by His Excellency, Dr. Saud bin Hamoud bin Amed Al
Habsi, Undersecretary at the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries for Fisheries.
Dr. Saud bin Hamoud bin Amed Al Habsi expressed his happiness on the grand
celebration. He awarded certificates to the successful graduates and lauded the
college authorities and the students for their active participation.
The occasion was also graced by special guests and patrons of the graduation
ceremony, Her Excellency: Dr. Muna bint Salim Al Jardani, Undersecretary at the
Manpower Ministry for Technical Education and Vocational Training and other
honorable figures of excellence, including director generals of government and
private institutions, academic and non-academic staff of ACT.
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During the special ceremony, a total
of seven hundred and fifty four (754)
graduates were awarded: 313 students
with a Bachelor’s Degree, 111 with an
Advanced Diploma and 330 with a
Diploma.
Lively, celebratory music ended the
certificate distribution with the proud
graduates smiling and waving their
certificates in the air for the waiting
cameras. The grand event ended
with the hope that the new batch of
graduates in the Sultanate would play
a pivotal role in building the future of
Oman.
All in all, it was a vibrant and colourful
annual event that brought staff,
students and parents together on a
pleasant November evening.
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Graduates with HONORS

Moments that I will never forget and will
always remember. So long to all my graduate
friends! Blessed be you and your graduation.

I lift my graduation cap proudly and remember the years’
past. The fatigue of the all these past years, the sleepless nights,
and the prayers of my parents that we harvested. I extend
my sincere thanks and gratitude to those who have made
me continue my educational career and motivated me to
persevere and not despair.
Mahal bint Khamis bin Salem Al-Hashami

Nada Bint Al-Haj Yarmuhammad Bin Rahmat
Al-Balushi

Glory does not come to whoever did not ride the
danger.
I extend my sincere thanks to my dear parents
and everyone who stood beside me. I wish
success to everyone.

I dedicate my graduation to the one who taught
me that love has no age and that giving has no
limits, my dear mother. And to the candle that was
burned to illuminate my way, my dear father’s. And
I dedicate my graduation to my family, each and
every one. I bless all future graduates.
Amira bint Sultan bin Hamad Al-Hajari

Rehab bint Habib bin Ali Al-Sahbani

Thank God for this day, which will remain
engraved in memory. All thanks to my family
for the support they have provided.
Lamis bint Salem bin Ali Al-Jahwari
The happiness that I experience today is the harvest
of years of diligence and perseverance. Added to
this is the support of my family for arriving at this
moment.
Anfal Bint Lal Bakhsh Bin Murad Bakhsh Al-Balushi
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English Laguage Center

Traits of
Successful
Entrepreneurs

They are highly
disciplined in taking
initiatives on a regular
basis towards the
achievement of their
objectives.

Dr. Zafar Iqbal

in their lives. Carlen (2016) asserts that entrepreneurs
often surge against normal processes, cutting-edge
The first ever use of the word 'entrepreneur' can be

technologies, social conventions, and even established

traced back to the 18th century, when the famous

laws. He continues that they are always ready to break

Franco-Irish economist Richard Cantillon (1680–1734)

the barrier to achieve something new and novel. In

coined this term in his extraordinary work 'Essay on the

historical perspective, over the last few centuries, it has

Nature of Trade in General'.

been due to this coveted urge of bringing novelty into

In the context of the Sultanate of Oman, the terms

the business world on the part of entrepreneurs that has

'entrepreneur' and 'entrepreneurship' have been in

brought about tremendous growth and success. As a

vogue since the beginning of the 21st century. In fact,

result, we have an ultra-advanced human society that

the Sultanate has been encouraging entrepreneurship

skillfully deals in privatization and empowerment in the

to take on the challenges of unemployment. According

world of business.

to Magd & McCoy (2014), the sultanate has been

In simple terms, entrepreneurship is the process of

sponsoring entrepreneurial education, strengthening ties

converting one's novel ideas into gainful opportunities

between education and industry and promoting female

by accepting the risk and uncertainty associated with

entrepreneurship.

the enterprise. In short, it is the pursuit of opportunity

Entrepreneurs, synonymously, can be taken for such

of initiating a business venture beyond resources to

enthusiastic individuals who

promote and prosper.

undauntedly enterprise in
order to have progress
and prosperity

Let me highlight some personal traits of successful
entrepreneurs that Omani business
students may benefit from. According
to research studies conducted on
entrepreneurial personality, it
has been reported that most
successful entrepreneurs share
a definite group of personality
traits (Singh and Ratvi 2013).
They share many distinct
characteristics ranging from
intrapersonal confidence
and pragmatic optimism to
interpersonal communication
and exemplary work-ethic skills.
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Entrepreneurship is the process of converting
one's novel ideas into gainful opportunities by
accepting the risk and uncertainty associated
with the enterprise.

Undoubtedly, many personal traits are key to the success
of entrepreneurial business. According to Abdullah F. et
al (2009), there are eight factors, which are fundamental
for the success of entrepreneurs. They enlist these factors
as per their degree of importance like, motivation to
advance, target to achieve, commitment, decisionmaking ability, managing risk, tenacity, teamwork
and networking and finally, optimism. Thus, successful
entrepreneurs are highly motivated, determined and
disciplined individuals who are extremely focused on
making their businesses work despite confronting many
challenges. They are highly disciplined in taking initiatives
on a regular basis towards the achievement of their
objectives. They realize that every event and situation is
a business opportunity. Successful entrepreneurs know
that if something needs to be done, they should start it
themselves.
To conclude, it can be reiterated that successful
entrepreneurs are highly confident, committed and
ambitious individuals who are ever ready to excel,
succeed, achieve and advance. Coupled with their
having an intra-personal urge to enter the business
world, their inter-personal skills and innovative
approaches are important variables that lead to the
success of entrepreneurs. Therefore, I would urge our
Omani students, especially those who study business, to
develop their personal and interpersonal skills and traits
and grab the opportunities for excelling in the world of
dynamic business.

Sources:
1. Abdullah F. et al (2009), Developing a Framework
of Success of Bumiputera Entrepreneurs, Journal of
Enterprising Communities, Vol. 3 No. 1, 2009 pp. 8-24
2. Carlen, J. (2016). A Brief History of Entrepreneurship.
Columbia University Press: Columbia.
3. Magd, H.A.E. & McCoy, M. P. (2014). Entrepreneurship
in Oman: Paving the Way for a Sustainable Future. In
Procedia Economics and Finance 15 (2014) 1632 – 1640.
4. Singh, H. & Ratvi, H. (2013). Traits of Successful
Entrepreneurs. In International Journal of Scientific
Research. V. 2 DO - 10.15373/22778179/NOV2013/93
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"Waste is Money"
The Story of a Successful Entrepreneur
- Sami Al Kharusi, ACT Alumni

My name is Sami Al Kharusi. I am the General Manager of United
Rubber Industries L.L.C (URI). URI is the first tire recycling
factory in Oman to produce scrap rubber using high
quality equipment. It aims to improve the environment
by converting waste rubber into useful material.
Basically, we would like to take a waste product and
turn it into something valuable. With this approach, we
are, at once, helping the planet, creating jobs and
generating revenues.
I am proud to say that I was a student of ACT. It is my
learning at ACT that has helped me to be where I am
now.
As a student at ACT, I took an active part in all competitions from
the Foundation level and continued with the same enthusiasm
when I progressed with my studies in Post Foundation and
specialization in the Mechanical Engineering department.
I was the leader of the Engineering Club for 4 years. Together we
won a lot of competitions in and out of ACT. One of our projects
on recycling won the second place in the 'Wiyakum' competition
at the national level. We made a lot of different kinds of Robots
such as the Human Hand Robot, the Stair Climbing Robot and
the Garbage Robot.
But what really got me interested in the recycling business was
a project on recycling that I worked on during my last year in B.
Tech. at ACT.
Soon after college, I took a course in Feasibility and Financial
studies to bring my vision to the next stage. With strong
determination and with the backing of Omani entrepreneurs with
a community (Alahlia) investment firm, we established the United
Rubber Industries in June 2016.
My mind is a creative mind; I always think of making new
products so our product is changing every month. We are always
creating new designs that could be useful for our customers. This is
the reason for my success. I am pleased to announce that we will
be expanding our production from one line to four lines by 2020.
I hope and wish every ACT student will have a proactive
approach to life. I hope they will come forward to implement
their ideas and be successful entrepreneurs in the future.
Best wishes to everyone!
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Educational Technology Center

Social Media - a Marketer's
most Important Tool
Nestor Guerrero
As the Internet is getting faster and wider, it encourages us to share just about
everything and anything on social media. With more than 3.5 billion active users
worldwide, Social Media is undoubtedly the fastest moving industry in the world.
It is actually the only industry in the world that has direct co-relationship with the
other industries.
The overwhelming popularity of social media didn’t go unnoticed even for the
business world. More and more business organizations have also embraced
and exploited it for their advantage and it changed how they do marketing
eversince. Companies at a continually increasing rate are dedicating
significant resources to social media marketing now than ever before.
For Martketing side of the business, it opened up two things for them,
Communication and Research.

Businesses have different ways to communicate today. It is not
just mails, text messages and calls anymore. The communication
approaches are in constant change and social media has a big role
in it and its potential has proved to be beneficial. Create your Social
Media Marketing Plan, if it is engaging enough your business can go
viral and the public will know your business in just a matter of hours.
In Marketing, knowing your target customers is of the utmost
importance. With Social Media, companies can learn what the
consumers are gravitating towards and what they really need and
want. Because of this, companies can now identify and target the
consumers that would potentially buy their product or services. All of
these are possible with social media, and what is even greater, is that
it is free.
Social media is a great marketing tool, it is limitless and people have
always been looking for ways to connect to someone or something.
With its apparent success many traditional business owners and
managers don’t even have an idea. Social media is a haven for
marketers and yet this is underutilized by most businesses here in
Oman.
Immense information is right at everyone's finger tips. You name it and
you will find it in threads or in somebody’s social media. Synthesizing
this information into a strategy is another thing and a very important
one. Information will come from different source and media and It is
important not to get washed up by them. Businesses should find a way
to find and hire the right people that can help them take advantage
of social media for their business.
Reference:
1. https://smallbusiness.chron.com/identifying-target-market-important-company-76792.html
2. https://www.smartinsights.com/social-media-marketing/increasing-brand-awareness-main-goal-forsocial-media-strategies/
3. https://www.wordstream.com/social-media-marketing
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Technological
Cell

The ETC has introduced a Technological Cell on campus that will be used to conduct
training programmes to enhance students’ employability and entrepreneurship skills.
The programme will involve practical training sessions and also support the
development of advanced technical skills.

Goals of the Cell:

The Technological Cell
Student Members 2020

1. Providing advanced training in IT
Skills (Trouble Shooting, Networking,
Designing and Internet of Things - IoT )
to student members

2. Training cell members to solve
students’ technical problems

3. Conducting workshops for
Teamwork and Leadership Training
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BUSINESS STUDIES DEPARTMENT

Towards a Holistic Approach to
Entrepreneurship Education
Mr. Islam Saleh Sheikh Karam Al Balushi

M

odern business practices have substantially

destroyed and continue to destroy the natural

environment since the industrial revolution took

place in the mid-eighteenth century1. Based on the

paradigm of modern organizations, as suggested by
Sarango-Lalangui et al 2018, the success of these
organizations was historically measured almost

entirely by their economic performance. Moreover,
business schools are responsible for the business
practices which contributed to the destruction
of the natural environment as these practices
are the outcome of the unethical behaviours

that, according to Williams (2011), are shaped by
business school instruction.

T

his has made the concept of Sustainability in

Higher Education Institutions (HEIs), especially

in business school instruction, central during the

last two decades as mentioned by Starik, M. et al
(2010), who, further, argued that this was due to
various environmental crises. ‘Sustainability’ and

‘sustainable development’ are used interchangeably
by some scholars (e.g., Fukukawa, et al 2013) and
despite the many given definitions to sustainable
development, the Brundtland Report2 definition
remains the most common one, in which it was
defined as “development that meets the needs

of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs.”
(Brundtland, 1987:16).

1
There is a growth in the GHG emissions since the Industrial Revolution, e.g.
GHG emissions were 60% higher in 2014 compare to 1990. See, e.g. Henderson et al (2018),
“Climate Change in 2018: Implications for Business”.
2
The Brundtland report is also known as Our Common Future and
was published in 1987 and prepared by the World Commission on Environment and
Development (WCED) under the chairmanship of former PM of Norway Gro Harlem
Brundtland.
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B

ased on this report, three aspects of sustainable
development3 were proposed; economic growth,
environmental protection and social equality.
One area in business school instruction where sustainability
gained importance is entrepreneurship, leading to the
emergence of the concept of Sustainable Entrepreneurship.
This concept has been discussed in relation to sustainable
development and, therefore, concepts such as
‘Ecopreneurship’, ‘Social Entrepreneurship’ and ‘Institutional
Entrepreneurship’ have emerged, though the latter is less
direct, as argued by Schaltegger & Wagner (2011).

A

ccording to them, sustainable entrepreneurship is
defined through addressing the aspects of sustainable
development, which are, social, ecological and economic. In
other words, the main aim of sustainable entrepreneurship
is to shift the present dominant economic paradigm upon
which an enterprise is assessed.

I

t is noteworthy, before the end of this article, to say a
few words about the entrepreneurship education at ACT4,
which is a common course requirement for all college
students. The course curriculum should be reviewed in order
to close the gap between Entrepreneurship Education and
Sustainability, as both aspects are strongly emphasized by
the government. A different entrepreneurship curriculum
should also be designed to meet, specifically, the needs of
engineering and IT students5.

A

t the end, entrepreneurship education and sustainability
have to be merged and blended carefully when
designing the curriculum. It should not only be based
on the modern economic paradigm, or the modern
thoughts and theories of sustainability and analysis of
the environmental crisis6 , but should delve more deeply
into the subject of sustainability in ordero incorporate the
traditional perspective and understanding of nature.

3
The concept of sustainable development has been subjected to considerable criticism. See,
e.g., Smythe (2014); “A Historian’s Critique of Sustainability” and Hove (2004); “Critiquing Sustainable
Development: A Meaningful Way of Mediating the Development Impasse?”
4
This also applies to all Colleges of Technology (CoTs) in Oman as they use unified course
materials.
5
For instance, studies proved that entrepreneurship education specifically directed to
engineering and science students had an influence on them to become entrepreneurs. See, e.g. DuvalCouetil et al (2012), “Engineering Students and Entrepreneurship Education: Involvement, Attitudes and
Outcomes”.
6
Nasr provides a critical analysis of this crisis, where the modern economic system, is
considered as an outward cause of the environmental crisis that, most importantly, has metaphysical,
spiritual and cosmological roots. See The Essential Seyyed Hossein Nasr, “Religion and the Environmental
Crisis.
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The Department of Business Studies
organized workshops, presentations
and industry visits aligned with the
theme of Entrepreurship, presently a
priority for the Sultanate of Oman.
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The Business Model Canvas
(BMC) – Blueprint of a Business Plan
Ms. Neethu Kwatra

		

The BMC (Business Model Canvas) is a tool to understand a business model in an easy manner. The
business model canvas has been developed by Alexander Osterwalder of Strategyzer.
Drafting a business plan is the primary task of any entrepreneur but before we start working on the
business plan, it is always advisable to work on a BMC. It is a structured and straightforward tool that can
be used to understand business plans.
This tool describes the idea about some key areas of the business which any entrepreneur should clearly specify and
understand before he /starts a business.
This tool gives insights into the nature of the market segment and the offering for the business that can be used in the
market. The BMC can be used to understand both our business as well as our competitor.
Benefits of using BMC
A short and easy guide
Focus: Identifying the key areas before we
go for an actual 60-page business plan
Flexibility: Easy to understand business
plan on a single page.
Transparency: Representing the vision of
the business laid out on a single page.

provides a micro as well as a macro analysis of the
customer.
What is the customer need we are fulfilling?
Does our business fill the gap in the market or are we
simply giving an alternative to the customer?

The diagram above lists nine key drivers of a Business
Model on canvas:
Customer Segments: This focuses on three aspects:
Segment Dimension, Segment Composition, Need and
Habits and Current Alternative of the Customer. The
Segment Dimension defines market groups whereas
Segment Composition identifies the customer type, which
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Value Propositions: What benefits are we giving to the
customer? Why would a customer prefer our product
to that of a competitor? Make a list of the reasons and
rank them.
Channel includes all the entities which help us to
communicate with the customer. Effective channels will
deliver our value proposition to the target customer. A
channel can be our own or that of other distributors or
a combination of both.
Customer Relationships: This describes how one
should maintain a long term relationship with
customers. It includes three major areas: acquiring a
customer, upselling (increased sales) and retaining
the customer. Customer relationship focuses on
relationship strategies according to the market

segment. A customer is driven by his/her needs and
wants. So one should focus on the circumstances that
create the needs and wants. Successful entrepreneurs
should find the type of relationship they want with
the customer. For e.g., if we want loyal customers, our
investment should be aim at that.

creating the company’s value proposition. Partnership can
be categorized as follows:
• Relationship with supplier and buyer for proper supply
of material
• Joint venture to develop new business
• Strategic alliance with competitor for expansion

Revenue Streams: It is the life blood of any business.
A revenue stream is a profit-cost actually which can be
generated from one-time customer payment or recurring
payments. At this point, there are many areas from
which a business can generate revenue like assets sale,
subscription fees, after sale services, brokerage fees,
etc. The company always tries to evaluate and work on
different revenue streams. Entrepreneurs should try to
identify which revenue stream the customer is willing to
pay and which not. Based on the acceptability level of the
customer, the company can make changes in its revenue
stream.

Cost Structure: The cost structure focuses on all costs
incurred in our business model framework. Such
cost includes key activities, key partnerships and key
resources. The cost can be fixed or variable. Does the
cost align with the value proposition? What will be our
economy of scale and economy of scope? These must be
clear while tweaking our business model.

Key Activities: These are the activities that are key
to producing the company’s value proposition. An
entrepreneur must start by listing the key activities
relevant to his/her business. These activities are the most
important processes that need to occur for the business
model to be effective. Key activities will coincide with
revenue streams. Now it is important to evaluate which
activities are key by adding or removing some and
evaluating their impact. For example, key activities can
be production and marketing design, website updating,
primary people network, training or securing a merchant
account.

advantages and focus on what we actually need, how we

Key Resources: The kind of assets and facilities we are
going to use will be covered in our Key Resources. An
asset can be physical, financial or intellectual/human.
Once the final resources are available, a company can
decide how much they need to invest in each resource to
have sustainable business. Without these assets, business
revenues cannot be generated.

organizations (e.g. IBM and Ericsson), being successfully used to

Key Partnerships: This refers to the network of
suppliers and partners aligned with our business. Here
an entrepreneur needs to decide about the network of
suppliers and partners who complement each other in

CONCLUSION
In short, the BMC model will help us to focus on the key
aspects of business. We can identify our competitive
can have the proposed value proposition and deliver the
same to our target customer.
The BMC model can be applicable to new or old business
alike, across the industry.
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ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

THE SECOND IEEE GCC STUDENTS AND YOUNG
PROFESSIONALS CONGRESS 2019
ACT Engineering Society

The Fifth Engineering Week
was organized by the ACT

Engineering Society from 4
The Engineering Department of ACT has

2. Mohammed Saleem Hamed Al Hinai

our students through many activities. The

3. Nasser Said Nasser Al Ismaili

been working incessantly in promoting

zeal of the students at various levels too
has brought many accolades.

The IEEE Student Members of Al Musanna
College of Technology participated in

the SECOND IEEE GCC STUDENTS AND
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CONGRESS

2019 and won the First and Third prizes
in the Robotics Challenge Competition

AD Computer Engineering
Electrical Power Engg .

Dip.

The event included the following four
competitions:

1. Technology and Management
3. Short Paper/Poster

2. Robotics Challenge
4. Graduate Projects

2019, held at Regency Hotel, Kuwait

The IEEE Oman Section had sponsored

It was attended by representatives of

and two from Graduate projects) by

during 19-20 April, 2019.

eight colleges and universities from
different GCC countries.

The Winning Team details are as follows:
Mentors: Ms. Fathiya Al Harthy,
Mr. Kanagaraj

The Winners: E-LEGENDS
1. Majed Mohammed Ali Al Mujaini

four teams (two from Robotics Challenge
bearing expenses for their registration
fee, airfares, boarding and lodging.

It also conducted a SYP Congress 2019
Local Round during the second week
of March 2019., where it sponsored

the participants of the main event held
in KUWAIT with air tickets, boarding,
lodging and registration fee.

AD Computer Engineering

The ACT Engineering Department

AD Computer Engineering

this great achievement and wishes them

2. Saif Sultan Sale Ali Al Maqbali
3. Hussein Ali Hamood Al Ghafri
AD Computer Engineering

Third Prize: FIGHTERS
1. Al Mutasim Hamood Abdullah Al
Kharusi Dip. Comp. Engineering
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congratulates the winners and faculty for
all success in future endeavors.

- IEEE GCC SYP Congress 2019- Robotics
Challenge , Local Round Organizing
Committee---IEEE Student Branch of ACT

to 6 of March 2019. Various
activities were conducted

including seminars, and pro-

ject exhibitions at both school
and college level.

There was also the launching
of the Robot Assembling

competition, the first of its kind
among college students, aimed
at enhancing the skills of engineering students .

In addition, as part of the cooperation between Al Musanna
College of Technology and

schools, the Engineering Society participated in a morning

school programme on Monday,
4 November 2019, showcasing
projects during the Oman

Science Festival, which aided

school students’ understanding
of the importance of having
diverse projects in different
majors.

The 4th
IET GCC
Robotics
Challenge
'Cool Robot’, a team from the Mechanical &

The ‘Cool Robot’ team from the Mechanical & Industrial

Best Design Award at the 4th IET GCC Robotics

secured First place and qualified for the Final Round held at

Industrial Engineering department bagged the
Challenge, held at the Canadian University

Dubai (CUD) on 6 April 2019. The GCC Robotics
Challenge is a yearly competition organized by
the Institution of Engineering and Technology

among students from different universities and

Engineering section, Al Musanna College of Technology
Canadian University Dubai.

Among the teams from the GCC countries, Al Musanna

College team won the Best Design Award and stood at the
4th Position.

colleges in GCC countries.

‘Cool Robot’ team members include:

This year at the national level, the initial round

Mr. Ammar Mohamed Yousuf Al Farsi

of competitions of the Sultanate of Oman was
hosted by the Military College of Technology,
Oman. There were 13 teams from 7 different

Mr. Ahmed Nasser Abdallah Al Shereiqi (Team Captain)
Mr. Ali Musabah Said Al Badri

Mr. Abdullah Khamis Shambeh Al Balushi

institutions competing in six distinct challenges,

The team was ably groomed by Dr. Senthil Rajaram (Team

‘Pick and Place’, ‘Football’, ‘Ramp Climbing’ and

The Department of Engineering is proud of the outstanding

which included three remote controlled rounds:
three autonomous rounds: ‘Line Following’,
‘Maze’ and’ Sumo Wrestling’.

Our Mechanical & Industrial Engineering students

participated in four distinct events, bagging remarkable

prizes and bringing laurels to ACT at the 9th MEC Technical
Gathering in the Middle East College on 19 March 2019.
Welding Simulator Competition:
Coach: Mr. Syed Abdul Haleem

First Prize: Abdul Muttalib Ghulam Rahindad Al Balushi
Score : 99/100

AutoCAD competition:

Coach: Mr. K. K. Natarajan

1) Abdul Aziz Nasser Rashid Nasser AlKhayari - First Prize
2) Ali Fadhil Tarif Al Qurai - Second Prize

Coach) and Mr. Sumesh M.

performance of its team and congratulates all who were
instrumental in achieving the success.

First, Second Prize at the 9th
Technical Gathering
Project Competition

Coach: Mr. Sumesh M
Team 1: AGV with Robotics Model used in Logistics Industries
Hilal Mohammed Saud Al Busaidi - First Prize
Ammar Mohamed Yousuf Al Farsi - First Prize
Team 2: Multipurpose Pick and Place Robot

Ahmed Nassir Abdullah Al Shuraiki - Second Prize
Ali Musabah Said Al Badri - Second PrizeM
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Nine Facets of Entrepreneurship
Practice and Guidance
				
Mr. James Joseph

Entrepreneurship is often considered as a panacea for

Bs, Cs, Ds, or at times Fs and dropouts as well. What matters is

developing economies. It is also related to a number of other

field of interest. Education never stops with graduation. Continue

several challenges of the world’s leading developed and

pressing global economic imperatives and is a mechanism for

accomplishing sustainable income generations. This article aims
to provide certain guidelines for ACT students who wish to
venture into business.

not the qualification but the knowledge attained in the chosen

to get educated in new technologies. Attending entrepreneurship
development programs would often pay. As said by Mark Twain,

‘Never allow your schooling to get in the way of your education’.

The significant aspects of this topic are put together into nine

People

Finance, Marketing & Sales, Leadership and Motivation.

entrepreneur. One should have an uncanny ability to attract good

facets: Desire, Strategy, Education, Product/Service, People,

Interpersonal skills are an essential requirement for an
people and repel bad people.

Desire
The path of a successful entrepreneurship is not the result

Certain important points to be kept in mind in this regard are:

commitment. ‘Thinking Big’ is a key factor in this regard and

- Realizing that it is 'Ok to be Odd'

of chance, rather it is the outcome of a strong desire and

having a low or mediocre dream is implausible and absurd

for many successful entrepreneurs. Just desire without a plan

remains as a dream. What is necessary is a time-bound strategic
plan to transform the desire to a profitable business model.

- Spending quality time with smarter people

- Not letting others abuse the flexibility you have as an
entrepreneur

- Realizing that a good team is a priority.
Product/Service

Strategy
Entrepreneurs must do a critical self-examination by asking
certain vital questions related to their business strategy:
Where are we now?

Where do we want to be?
How do we get there?

Launching the right product or service in a competitive market
is vital. Enough opportunities exist for anyone to enter the

market and compete effectively. Customers always get attracted
to unique ideas and towards companies operating with distinct
strategies.

Failure to answer these questions signifies the absence of a

Finance

Some of the important strategies which could help in yielding

whereas the reality is that there is no need of money to make

strategy for success.

There is a widespread myth that ‘It takes money to make money’,

results are:

more money.

- Creating new markets

- Creating unique products and services

- Creating unique pricing, cost, quality strategies

- Understanding your risks and having mitigation plans

- Shaping your company as system-dependent, not peopledependent

- Adopting newer technologies and reinventing your business
strategies

- Viewing technology and poor economy as opportunities.

There are a lot of funding options: Government agencies, Public
sector banks, Venture capitalists, Angel investors and Financial
Institutions which offer assistance in capital and working

capital needs. The basic requisite is to have a systematically

appraised great Business Plan. One need not be a master in cash
flow analysis and balance sheets, but essentially one should

understand the basic concepts of finance. The prime focus of an
entrepreneur is to build up a sustainable revenue.
Marketing & Sales

Education
Education helps in acquiring the necessary knowledge and

interdisciplinary skills required for an entrepreneurial venture.

However, the most common experience is that a great majority

of successful entrepreneurs were not A graders but were either
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Marketing and sales are unquestionably the most significant and
core functions of any business. Adequate thinking of how their
products or services would be sold is as important as creating
a product or service. The following points offer useful tips in
developing the market and customer base for any business:

- Put sales as the lifeline of the business and numero uno
priority

National Conference on Applied Sciences,
Engineering and Technology - CASET2K19

- Grasp an opportunity of a contract or MoU

Dr. Rani Fathima Kamal Basha

- Keep your customer as the nucleus of the business
- Provide information about your business to all you know
- Engage your time to build your network with creativity

- Meet the appropriate people - never waste time and resources
on people who cannot say 'yes'.
Leadership
The argument that leaders are born and people with leadership
traits happen just by an ovarian lottery, could be summarily

rejected. Several contemporary business leaders exemplify the
fact that leadership qualities could be taught and trained. The
essential leadership traits for an entrepreneur include self-

belief, laser like focus, ability to see the future, communication,
negotiation and perseverance. Entrepreneurs ought to be

leaders who are people-oriented and who could motivate

others. People management is critical, as it is the cornerstone of
success.

Motivation
Motivation, in an entrepreneurial context, often conjures up

The Engineering Department, Ibri College of Technology organized
a First National Conference on Applied Sciences, Engineering and
Technology (CA-SET-2K19) on 11 June 2019 at the Ibri College of
Technology, Oman, with the aim of bringing together innovative
academicians and industrial experts in the field of Science,
Engineering and Technology to a common forum. The conference
addressed the rapid strides and technological advancements
cur-rently witnessed in the fields of Science, Engineering and
Technology and proved to be a platform for the academicians,
Industrial Experts, researchers to share their knowledge and
experience with students.
Mr. Sultan Saif Al Shereiqi presented a poster on ‘Dates Palm
Health Assessment using Unmanned Aided Vehicle in Sultanate
of Oman’ and Ms. Roa Yousuf Al Kiyumi presented a poster
on ‘Implementation Study of Technology Transformation in
Healthcare Sector in Oman’. The research article on ‘Simulation and
Implementation of UPQC to improve the Power Quality for Linear
and Non-linear Loads’ was presented by Dr. Rani Fathima Kamal
Basha and Mr. Kanagaraj Venusamy.

- Setting expectations

11 best posters were shortlisted from the entries and the winners
were awarded with certificates to honor their participation and
research study. Among them, Mr. Sultan Saif Al Shereiqi ‘s poster
on ‘Date Palm Health Assessment using Unmanned Aided Vehicle
in Sultanate of Oman’ was selected. The Chief Guest appreciated
the idea and showed interest in implementing it on farm lands.
On the whole, 27 research articles were chosen for the final
presentation. The students were able to get good exposure and
interact with staff and students from other colleges and universities.

- Behaving as models

			

images of professional speakers addressing managers and

employees. But what is expected of motivation, is to provide a
reason for the employees to feel engaged.

As an entrepreneur, one must clearly be aware of what

motivates the team to obtain their efforts sustainably. Some of
the tips which could be adopted include:
- Providing directions
- Delegating fairly

- Offering incentives

- Celebrating success and

- Catching people when they are right

To conclude, people often say that motivation doesn’t last long,

that is why it is recommended that we practice it daily.
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Site Visit by Architecture Students to Bait Al Ghasham

Launch of Remote Controlled Service Cart Trolley
by ACT Engineering Students
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT

ISACA – An Opportunity to meet Entrepreneurs

Celebrating 50 years of its existence and

Student Members @ ISACA

org) is a global association, with its

1)

56S132 - Jawaher Omair Al Ghafri

globe continuously striving to develop

3)

56J1452 - Omaima Marhoon Al Abri

established in 1969, the ISACA® (isaca.

chapters and student groups across the
and update the skills of the community
at large. The ISACA Muscat chapter is

2)
4)

56J1499 - Kawther Hamed Al Saqri
66S1470 - Zainab Rashid Al Salami

dynamic and active. The chapter functions

Professional Members @ ISACA

recognized internationally with awards.

1)

Dr. Najiba Said Hamed Alzadjali - HOD-IT

all members who are its pillars of strength.

3)

Dr. Divyajyothi M G - Lecturer - IT

in a transparent way and has been

The success of the chapter is dedicated to

The IT Department (and Al Musanna

College) is proud of its association with

2)
4)

Dr. Lenin Jeevananthem - HoS (N/W and IES)
Ms. Sajayasree K K - Lecturer - IT

the ISACA and the formation of the ISACA

The professional members of the ISACA are engaged in CPE (Continuous

Since its formation, the staff members and

constant updating of their skills. The members enjoy numerous benefits like

to meet successful entrepreneurs, who are

webinars and discussion forums.

their field.

We look forward to exploring the abundant opportunities that are available in

The department has had the opportunity

and promoting the best practices to manage Information Technology effectively

Student Group (ISG) on 19 June 2019.

Professional Education) programmes which take place every month, fostering

students have had various opportunities

complete access to K-Net (a global IT governance knowledge resource),

incredibly creative, versatile and experts in

to invite and collaborate with experienced
practitioners and a number of local

chapter professionals. Students have
attended several awareness sessions

and mentoring in career guidance from
experienced industry leaders. Faculty

members have enrolled themselves in

refresher courses, technical sessions and

workshops and benefitted from the wide
range of thought-provoking concepts,

along with insights into the current trends
in security and IT-related best practices.
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helping to raise the standards of a student’s knowledge on trends in Security
in the department and college.

Become an Online Entrepreneur.
Be a Winner…….
Ms. Rana Tarannum Sohel Ansari

Our lives have been completely changed

as food, clothes , jewellery , shoes ,

In this era, everyone is getting equal

, software ,services like web designer

by the advent of digital technologies.
opportunity to grow, irrespective of
educational qualification or lack of
resources.

Digital technology has also produced a

new generation of online entrepreneurs.
There are several ways to make money
online. Here I would like to highlight a
few.

1.Affiliates

Affiliates are people or companies who

etc or digital products such as ebooks

Youtube is an incredible place to teach

E-commerce portals. Just register your

of cooking, mathematical problems,

etc are now a days sold online on

products on the platform of your choice

and start promoting them. Ritu Kaushik
from Haryana (India), for example,

became a top Flipkart seller earning

8 lakhs INR per month by simply selling
handbags.

3.Create Online Courses/EBooks to
Productize your Knowledge
If you are an expert on a topic, you can

companies’ products.

value course and sell it for years. You

You can sign up on Hotmart as an

Affiliate for free, for example. The profit

is directly proportional to the promotion
of links for recommendations of other
people’s products.
2. E-commerce

Entertain and Educate

consultants, translators , copywriter

can earn commissions for recommending
or promoting other people’s or

4. Launch a YouTube Channel to

package that knowledge into a high-

can publish your own e-book on online

platforms like Amazon. One success story
comes from Bryan Harris of Videofruit

who built and launched an online course
in just 10 days that made him earn

what you know. You can make videos

computer programs, travel and tourism,
poetry, etc. The more viewers you get,
the more money you can make.

References:
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$220,750 profit.

Basically, e-commerce refers to any kind
of sale or purchase of goods over the

Internet. Many physical products such
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The Path to Entrepreneurship for an Aspiring Student
Dr. Rachappa Jopate

Most of the founders of reputed companies such as

3: Educate yourself and learn how to make a Sales Pitch: Get to

popular brands were all aged between 21 to 27 when

and training, business and finance. This is a highpoint in order to

Apple, Microsoft, Google, Walmart, Facebook and other
they launched their companies. Young entrepreneurs
get most of the support and encouragement from

many alumni entrepreneurs and tips for a startup. The
following diagram depicts the startup for business:

know yourself in the field of industry, entrepreneur education

attract customers and be successful. A good entrepreneur will
always be open to learning and growing, both from a personal

and professional point of view. Entrepreneurs should work with
mentors who have real-world experience.

4: Find Funding: Student entrepreneurs must also prepare a
business plan, a report to show the logistics of the required

funding and its appropriate usage and allocation. Entrepreneurs
must be prepared for bargaining on interest rates, plan for

repayment, and a percentage of possession or ownership. Most
importantly, they should avoid debt, whenever possible. This
can be done by searching for endowments and grants for
entrepreneurship.

5: Takeoff Campaigns: A prospective entrepreneur must conduct
the required marketing campaigns to create awareness. They
should plan accordingly on how to engage with branding or
social media campaigns and prepare strategies.

College life is an awesome time to start a business since everyone
wants to help you. Students must participate as much as possible
in events related to entrepreneurship and networking. They

should meet people from alumni, startups, academics and get
ideas, share experiences. This will surely help them in future.

6: Envision the Future: Most aspiring entrepreneurs think that

fast, swift growth is a sign of successful business. However, they

should know that most businesses are built slowly, over years and
even decades. Entrepreneurs build slowly and steadily, starting
Courtesy: Megan Tsui

The steps for a student to become a successful
entrepreneur are as follows:

1: Find your Industry or Moneymaker: The first step to
become an entrepreneur is to find a suitable industry,

where you can apply your talents and skills. Ambitious
entrepreneurs must find the juncture between interest
and opportunity.

2: Study your Market and Understand the Demands:

One should observe and analyze the market needs and
demands for the industry one wishes to choose. This

survey is essential for long term success. Entrepreneurs
must also maintain a positive outlook while managing
their time effectively.
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with a first sale and inching forward. A successful and smooth
launch in business, hence, is just a beginning and a lot more
needs to be done to ensure that it stays that way.
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Entrepreneurship – Can we use Math?		
Dr. S. Dheva Rajan

When I was a student, I frequently asked my teachers the question

the least, think of Google and how they are ruling

“Where can I apply the Mathematics that I have studied?”

the world. Just by having data, data analysis, and
interconnecting networking techniques between

And now my own students ask me this unique question!

social media and other sources, they have become a

Mathematics is widely employed today not only in administrative studies

ruling business corporate of the world.

but also in various other situations. It is a beautiful device for explaining

This article is just a pointer in the right direction for

philosophies. Research shows that mathematical models that can also be

model in business. The last full stop maybe for this

a phenomenon, constructing innovative theories or filtering available
applied to the concept of ‘Entrepreneurship’.

Rashed, Deluyi and Dau have written about developing a mathematical
model of entrepreneurship, based on Transformational Leadership

Behaviour in 2014, to reduce the gap between academic institutions and
industries in the perspective of leadership and entrepreneurship.

Kaiser (n.d) proposes a mathematical model of Entrepreneurship.
Chopra (2015) has also proposed a mathematical modelling of

entrepreneurship outperforming innovation for efficient performance of
the industry. He introduces many equations with detailed analysis.
Mathematics, in other words, appears to be a tool, which can be

applied in a variety of situations. Math is, in fact, ruling the world,

the young entrepreneur on using a mathematical

article and should not stop you from thinking about
this idea, hence, no full stop now....
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and is not limited to Machine Learning and Artificial intelligence. Not

Third place in the
Huwaei National
Finals

Asma Mubarak Salim Al Kindi, a B.Tech.
student (Networking) from the Department
of Information Technology at Al Musanna
College of Technology bagged the
third place in the Huwaei National Finals
that was held on 5 November 2019 at
the National University of Science &
Technology.
She will now represent Oman at the Global
Finals in China.

The ACT team wins the First Prize of OMR 2000
from Green Innovation Eco-Thon at a 3-day
event hosted by the Nama Group and the
Environment Society Oman (ESO).
Three Green Innovation Eco-Thon is an annual
event that aims to empower Omani youth
to use their wits and tech savviness for the
good of the environment, as well as for raising
awareness about environmental causes.
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Teamwork for Effective
Entrepreneurship
Ms. Blessy Jayaron Jose

'Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much'
			

Hellen Keller

With globalisation and the growth of MNCs (multinational
companies) in the world, team working in multicultural
settings has become the norm at the work scene today.
A company or an enterprise, hence, can be made up
b) Provides Better Service
of diverse teams that must work together to create a
The entire team in an entrepreneurial business, benefits customers
successful venture. Successful enterprises are a product
in a large way, as the whole team puts in their best to provide
of successful team work.
flawless service to the customers.
Teamwork can be defined as a combined effort by two
or more people, in which each person contributes with Along with the importance of teamwork, here are a few points
different skills, and expresses his or her individual by which teamwork can be fostered to run an entrepreneurship
interests and opinions to foster unity and increase effectively:
efficiency of the group, in order to achieve common
goals for a company.
Teamwork is most effective when all individuals involved
harmonize their contributions and work towards a
common goal. For a team to succeed, one must be a
team player. A team player works in a coordinated
effort to attain a common goal. In an Entrepreneurship,
organizations take the effort to organize team building
events to get people to work as a team .

1) Make each team member aware of their roles
2) Give each member an opportunity to play an active role in
making right decisions
3) Reward great performances
4) Lend a patient ear to each teammates’ views and opinions
5) Try to extract innovative ideas from each team member through
interactive discussions.
Conclusion:

Here are a few points that highlight the importance of Working in a team is challenging, but despite challenges it can lead
an entrepreneur as well as his business to great heights of success.
teamwork in achieving effective entrepreneurship:
Thus, implementing teamwork amongst teammates will help to

ensure that entrepreneurs are on the path of goal achievement.
a) Improves Efficiency and Productivity
entrepreneur
an
help
will
strategies
Collating teamwork
become more efficient and productive.

References:
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The ACT Quality Assurance Department, in
coordination with centers and departments, is in full
swing, as the college is going through the second phase
of accreditation. October 2020 is when ACT submits its
Institutional Standards Assessment Application (ISAA) to
OAAA. Since four years, starting 2015-2016, the college
has been working hard, preparing the applications that
will showcase all the accomplishments of the center and
department.

November 13-14, 2019.
The Enhancement team conducts a
Feedback Workshop.

February 18 2019.
The Performance and Enhancement Team
visited each department in college.

The working groups for the application have been
reviewed and updated to effectively prepare the college
for such a big event. The mechanism followed includes
writing the commentary, collecting evidence, conducting
Awareness Sessions, meetings, addressing the gaps,
improving the quality of existing system and drafting new
one to attend to the identified gaps. Improvement is an
ongoing process and this is clearly noticed in the process
of accreditation preparation.
The college auditorium, conference and meeting rooms
and even big classrooms have been the venues for
presentations, workshops and meetings about ISA.
In order to increase the level of QA awareness and
ISA among ACT staff and management, the QAD, in
coordination with center and departments, conducts
on-line quizzes on a weekly basis. The awareness for
students and other stakeholders has already started.
However, they will be more emphasized next semester.
All staff are involved in the accreditation effort. It is
certainly not an easy task and challenges continue to
rise. On November 5, QAD conducted a mini workshop
in which all ISAA members were involved and one
sample from Standard 2 was explained in detail and its
gaps and proposed actions were discussed. As part
of the cooperation with CoTs, the Performance and
Enhancement Team visited each department in college
in February 2019 and again in June 2019. On November
13 and 14, 2019, the Enhancement team conducted a
Feedback Workshop, using samples of ACT ISAA. The
workshop was interactive and productive.
In addition to ISA activities, the QAD has also
supervised the conduct of the Strategic Planning 20192024, including collecting the feedback from all the
stakeholders and ending up with drafting the final
version before the approval of MoM. After approval,
the QAD started monitoring the drafting of operational
plans of the centers and departments. After the internal
audit finding, QAD has decided, with the approval of
the College Council, to terminate the use of action plans
per center and department and superseded it with
the Operational Plans only. The college committees,
centers and department sub committees have also been
supportive in helping the college to achieve its goal.
All the best to ACT!
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STUDENT AFFAIRS

Our versatile, dynamic
student actors during the
Third Theatre Week!

The Third Theatre Week was organized
by ACT Student Affairs in the month
of January, 2019, under the patronage
of Younis bin Abdul Rahim Al Balushi,
a member of the Badi Council in the
Wilayat of Barka in the presence of
artists, demobilizers, theatre lovers and
college staff.
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ACT student, Ahmed Saeed Al Siyabi, representing the
Roving Clan and Rangers team, won Third Place on the
sailing trip of the Second Omani Youth Ship (Sawari Al Majd
Salam).
The ship had started from Oman on 18 Aug, 2019
and returned on 8 Oct 2019.

Our Students Scouts, working in
coordination with Student Affairs
( SA), on Graduation Day.
Their active and dedicated
participation during all college
activities is appreciable.
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